
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Mathematics - Year 8 Autumn Term
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Autumn 1 Autumn 2
Knowledge to be
taught

● Understand ratio and its link to multiplication
● Use ratio notation Reduce ratios to simplest form
● Solve ratio problems
● Use scale factors, linking to ratio, to solve simple
● direct proportion problems
● Convert between currencies, including using graphs
● Draw and interpret scale diagrams and maps
● Multiply and divide a fraction by an integer
● Multiply and divide a fraction by a fraction
● Understand and use the reciprocal
● Additional Higher Content: Express any ratio in the

form 1:n, Explore direct proportion graphs,
Multiply and divide mixed numbers, Multiply and
divide simple algebraic fractions

● Plot and interpret straight line graphs
● Understand and use the equations of a straight

line, including lines parallel to the axes
● Make links between direct proportion and

straight lines of the form
● Representing data
● Draw and interpret scatter graphs
● Understand correlation
● Draw and use lines of best fit
● Understand grouped and ungrouped, discrete

and continuous data
● Design and use one and two-way tables
● Probability List outcomes using sample space

diagrams for one and two events
● Find probabilities using tables and Venn

diagrams
● Additional Higher Content: Find the mid-point of

a line segment, Explore gradient, Explore
non-linear graphs,Use the product rule for
counting



Key Words Ratio, Sharing, Simplest Form, Parts, Whole, Proportion,
Unit Price, Linear Graph, Fraction, Numerator, Denominator

Straight Lines, Linear Graphs, Gradient, y-intercept, Constant,
Scatter graphs, Discrete and continuous data, Grouped data, Two
way tables, Probability, Venn diagram, Union, Intersection

Links to prior
knowledge

● Revisit area Revisit equations (Y7 Autumn Term 1)
● Revisit converting improper fractions and mixed

numbers (Y7 Spring Term 2)
● Link to fractions of an amount

● Revisit calculation with directed number (Y7 Spring Term
2)

● Link to solving one and two-step linear equations (Y7
Autumn Term 1)

● Revisiting Venn diagrams and set notation (Y7 Spring
Term 2)

● Links to representing data and using graphs in other
areas of the curriculum

How knowledge is
assessed

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a
summative approach. Teachers will use some of the
following:

● Baseline assessments
● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations
● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths

At the end of every half term there will be a class test.

Teachers will formally assess two piece of work through the
term and giving feedback through a medal and mission.
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areas for development.



Teachers will mark student’s end of half term assessment
and plan therapy activities on Hegarty Maths to allow
students to work on their individual areas for development.

How gaps will be
addressed

Therapy lessons will take place after each end of half term
assessment, this could be whole class therapy and/or
individual therapy which will allow students to address
their individual areas for development and for teachers to
pick up on any common mistakes/misconception.

Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their
own learning, students will be expected to catch up on any
work from missed lessons. If a student is finding a topic
challenging we encourage them carry out some
independent work on Hegarty Maths  and to speak to their
teacher early on.
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Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning, students will be expected to catch up on any work from
missed lessons. If a student is finding a topic challenging we
encourage them carry out some independent work on Hegarty
and to speak to their teacher early on.

Cultural capital
lessons

Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where
students will learn to UNPACK problems pulling together
different mathematical skills.

Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to
mathematical skills.
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